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Introduction – why this topic?

• Personal interest – presentations/articles urging us to “push the 
asymmetry” in our bonsai
• Logic – young trees (e.g. Christmas trees) are symmetrical

• Logic – old/ancient trees are highly asymmetrical

• Yes, but – old trees in nature can be symmetrical

• And – high quality bonsai can be symmetrical

• How are symmetry/asymmetry and balance utilized in bonsai design?



Sources

• David De Groot Principles of Bonsai Design
• 25+ years as Curator Pacific Bonsai Museum

• Published in 2015



Sources

• Mirai Live 
(https://live.bonsaimirai.com/)

• Ryan Neil
• Apprentice to Kimura

• Excellent and comprehensive 
information through Mirai Live

https://live.bonsaimirai.com/


Sources

• Research/sources
• Several articles on artistic design principles generally and bonsai aesthetics 

specifically

• Examples from RMBS 50th Anniversary show



Symmetry – bilateral (or mirror)

Leonardo Da Vinci, 1490, Vitruvian man



Bilateral symmetry in wild trees

https://www.oaktopia.org/diversification-oaks http://justfunfacts.com/interesting-facts-about-baobab-trees/

https://www.oaktopia.org/diversification-oaks
http://justfunfacts.com/interesting-facts-about-baobab-trees/


Bilateral symmetry in bonsai (both Kokufu winners)



https://www.bonsai-nbf.org/photos-videos

Yamaki white pine
Pinus parviflora
In training since 1625

Bilateral 
symmetry 
in bonsai

https://www.bonsai-nbf.org/photos-videos


Bilateral symmetry

Terril Samuelson, fig

More symmetrical than asymmetrical



Symmetry – radial (rotational)



Symmetry – radial (rotational)

http://about-bonsai.blogspot.com/2018/01/bonsai-nebari.html

Radial symmetry of 
surface roots

Radial symmetry of 
foliage as seen from 
above

http://about-bonsai.blogspot.com/2018/01/bonsai-nebari.html


Symmetry - translational

“Translational symmetry is when an object is relocated to another 
position while maintaining its general or exact orientation”.

https://www.webfx.com/blog/web-design/symmetry-design/

https://www.webfx.com/blog/web-design/symmetry-design/


Symmetry - translational

Photo from De Groot, tree styled by Ryan 
Neil



Symmetry - translational



Asymmetry

• Lack of symmetry. Asymmetry can also represent an object that 
breaks a predefined pattern of symmetry, or an imbalance of design 
elements.

• Asymmetry can be used as a design tool to create points of interest 
and organize visual hierarchy within a group of similar elements. It 
creates disorder, which can call attention to certain points of a design 
through distinction.

https://www.webfx.com/blog/web-design/symmetry-design/

https://www.webfx.com/blog/web-design/the-art-of-distinction-in-web-design/
https://www.webfx.com/blog/web-design/symmetry-design/


Symmetry

“… symmetric means something like well-proportioned, well-balanced, 
and symmetry denotes that sort of concordance of several parts by 
which they integrate into a whole. Beauty is bound up with symmetry.”

H. Weyl (1952). Symmetry. Princeton University Press.



Symmetry

“All stiff regularity (such as borders on mathematical regularity) is 
inherently repugnant to taste, in that the contemplation of it affords us 
no lasting entertainment … and we get heartily tired of it.”

Immanuel Kant (1790). Critique of judgement. 2007 translation –
Oxford University Press.



Symmetry vs. asymmetry

Psychologist Rudolf Arnheim

“Symmetry means rest and tie, asymmetry means movement and 
detachment. Order and law here, arbitrariness and chance there; 
stiffness and compulsion here, liveliness, play, and freedom there. […] 
On the one extreme … the stiffness of complete standstill; on the 
other … the equally terrifying formlessness of chaos. Somewhere at 
the ladder between the two extremes, every style, every individual, 
and every artwork finds its own particular place.”

R. Arnheim (1986). New essays on the psychology of art. (Berkeley: 
University of California Press).



Symmetry vs. asymmetry

Symmetry
• Rest

• Tied together

• Order and law

• Stiffness

• Compulsion

Asymmetry
• Movement

• Detached

• Arbitrariness and chance

• Liveliness

• Play

• Freedom

The artist/bonsai enthusiast must choose…



Symmetry and asymmetry in architecture

Rest, tied together, order and law, stiffness, compulsion Movement, detached, arbitrariness and chance, 
liveliness, play, freedom



Symmetry or asymmetry?

• Not an “either or” situation

• There is a spectrum…



symmetrical semi-symmetrical asymmetrical very asymmetrical

Wild trees (even older trees) range from symmetrical to very asymmetrical



Symmetry depends on site

More symmetrical

• Ideal growing sites

• Open grown trees

• Forest grown trees

Less symmetrical

• Poor sites
• Rocky

• Wind stressed

• Heavy snow stressed

Collected trees (“yamadori”) are 
typically those naturally 
dwarfed trees growing on 
poor/stressful sites



Symmetry in wild trees also depends on 
species
More symmetrical species

• Colorado blue spruce

• Lodgepole pine

• Pinyon pine

• Douglas fir

Less symmetrical species

• Limber pine

• Bristlecone pine

• Rocky Mountain juniper

Caveat: you can find very old Colorado natives tree species that are 
symmetrical and others that asymmetrical



symmetrical semi-symmetrical asymmetrical very asymmetrical

Images from Bonsai Empire: https://www.bonsaiempire.com/origin/bonsai-styles

Symmetry or asymmetry in bonsai depends on style

https://www.bonsaiempire.com/origin/bonsai-styles


Kyozo Murata

“Bonsai…has not only a natural beauty of the particular plant but the 
appearance reminds people of something other than the plant itself. It 
could be a scene, a forest, or part of a forest, a lone tree in the field, a 
seascape, a lake, a river or a stream or pond. It is also possible that a 
certain appearance reminds a person of the wind blowing through the 
branches.”

• Western are represents

• Japanese art reminds

In J. Humphries. 1999. Reading 
emptiness: buddhism and 
literature. State Univ. of New York 
Press.



Artistic intent important in bonsai

• Reminder of a scene, forest, lone tree in the field, seascape, lake, 
river, etc.

• A good bonsai tells a story

• Symmetry and asymmetry (and balance) are important in telling the 
story



Balance – not the same as symmetry

https://www.sophia.org/tutorials/design-in-art-balance-and-contrast

https://www.sophia.org/tutorials/design-in-art-balance-and-contrast


Balance – asymmetrical
https://www.sophia.org/tutorials/design-in-art-balance-and-contrast

• Mass of mountains is balanced by:
• Negative space lower left
• Close proximity of travelers
• Travelers moving away

https://www.sophia.org/tutorials/design-in-art-balance-and-contrast


Symmetry – between foliage and roots

https://www.behance.net/gallery/6277213/Nature

There must be adequate roots 
to support the above ground 
tree – they must be balanced

https://www.behance.net/gallery/6277213/Nature


Symmetry – between foliage and roots

https://www.behance.net/gallery/6277213/Nature

https://treefredericksburg.org/resources/tree-planting-
maintenance/proper-mulching/

https://www.behance.net/gallery/6277213/Nature
https://treefredericksburg.org/resources/tree-planting-maintenance/proper-mulching/


Kutschera L, Sobotok M, Lichtenegger E, Haas D. 1997. Rooting plants in different habitats. Band der WurzelatlasReihe. Stapfia 49. in Pierret A, 
Maeght JL, Clément C, Montoroi JP, Hartmann C, Gonkhamdee S. Understanding deep roots and their functions in ecosystems: an advocacy for 
more unconventional research. Ann Bot. 2016;118(4):621–635. doi:10.1093/aob/mcw130

Symmetry – between foliage and roots



Horticultural balance

Bonsai practitioner – has a 
sense (based on experience) 
of whether the roots/pot are 
in balance with the foliage 
and trunk/branches

Robert Stevens calls this a 
“horticultural clue” in the 
Principles of Good Bonsai 
Design



Visual balance and horticultural balance coincide?



De Groot – symmetrical balance



Symmetrical balance

Charlie Sisk, Green Atlas cedar



De Groot – asymmetrical balance

Vertical line to balance visual mass R to L

Horizontal line to balance visual mass top to bottom

Center point is overall center of visual mass

If visual mass of upper R quadrant = visual 
mass of lower L quadrant then the design is 
balanced



Influences on visual mass – pot size



Influences on visual mass – pot color



Influences on balance – location in pot

Less balanced More balanced



Asymmetrical balance

Stephen Lee and Paul Koenning, pinyon pine



Neil – “design feel” categories

Mirai Live – “Design principles” live stream

Based on movement of:
1. Trunk
2. Primary branch/foliage mass
3. Apex



Neil – harmonious design feel

Trunk moves right

Primary branch moves right

Apex moves right

Movement of trunk, 
primary branch and 
foliage, and apex are in 
harmony



Neil – harmonious design feel - stability

To ensure asymmetrical balance 
the base of the tree opposite the 
movement must be:

1. Strong
2. Alive (i.e. not deadwood)



Too much harmony?

Too much translational symmetry?

De Groot: …harmony includes 
consonance

AND

dissonance

(i.e. in order to be interesting, there 
should be some conflict with the 
overall harmony of the composition)



Too much harmony?

Add an element of 
dissonance to provide 
interest



Harmonious design feel - examples

Larry Jackel, ponderosa pine



Harmonious design feel - examples



Harmonious design feel - examples

Steve Varland, lodgepole pine



Harmonious design feel - examples



Neil – tension design feel

Trunk moves right

Primary branch moves left

Apex moves left

There is tension
between trunk and 
apex-primary 
branch



Tension examples

Jim Lantis, ponderosa pine Bob Randall, ponderosa pine



Tension examples



Neil – dynamic design feel

Trunk movement doesn’t 
matter (although he says it 
should always move L or R)

Primary branch moves right

There is dynamic (opposite) 
movement between primary 
branch and apex

Apex moves left



Neil – design feel

Movement of deadwood does not contribute
to the design category



Dynamic example

Adam Johnson, Rocky 
Mountain juniper



Dynamic example

Kai Kawahara, limber pine



Unity in bonsai design

• Synonymous or 
similar to harmony?

• Consistency in 
design forms

• The story you are 
trying to tell is 
convincing

Bonsai Clubs International 
photograph



Unity of design

Masculine

• Thick angular trunk

• Heavy texture

• More massive deadwood

• Wider foliage mass

• Larger angular pot

• Textured pot finish



Feminine design feel

Thin graceful trunk and branches
Narrower foliage mass
Not too  much deadwood
Round pot
Smooth pot finish

Dan Kingery, Douglas fir



Masculine design feel

Thicker trunk and branches (angular?)
Wider foliage mass
More deadwood
Rectangular pot
Angular stand

Old tree – old stand (unity)

David McPeters, Colorado blue spruce



Unity of design

Graceful deadwood movement
Graceful slab movement
Unity of tree and accent plant

Feminine design?

Paul Koenning, Colorado blue spruce



Unity (in habitat)?

Patrick Allen, limber pine

Jim Lantis, ponderosa pine

Todd Schlafer, Rocky 
Mountain juniper

Gary Matsuda, ponderosa pine



Translational symmetry (repeated triangles)

Dan Wiederrecht, Korean hornbeam



Movement

Andrew Berry, pinyon pine



Unconventional

• Cascade design with the 
cascading branch in front

• Bilateral symmetry
• Translational symmetry

Les Sirokey, blue rug juniper



Unconventional

Nicholas Box, Colorado blue spruce



Balance?

Derick Starkey, Colorado blue spruce

Visual mass of foliage > visual mass of pot 
creates a feeling of dynamism – intentional?



Asymmetrical pot

Will Kerns, canyon hackberry



De Groot – movement and negative space

Movement - left Movement - rightMovement – stronger left



Movement in a forest (and negative space)

Lou DeHerrera, elephant bush



Does understanding help?

• Symmetry vs. asymmetry

• Balance
• Visual

• Horticultural

• Design “feel”
• Harmonious

• Tension

• Dynamic

• Unity



Personal critique, things 
to change

More harmonious movement

Better balance

More natural unity
• Chose accent plant from 

pine habitat
• Moss in ponderosa pine 

habitat?

Mike Britten, ponderosa pine



Summary

• Bilateral, radial and translational symmetry important in bonsai

• Bonsai can be very symmetrical or very asymmetrical (or somewhere in-between)

• Bonsai can be balanced or unbalanced

• Bonsai can be unified or not

• These are choices the artist makes depending on what they intend to represent 
or the story they want to tell

• Understanding design principles can help the artist elevate their art
• Including harmony, tension, and dynamism

• Understanding design principles can help with those difficult trees


